
























(on behalf of ATLAS Muon Collaboration)
Outline:
§ Detector Introduction
§ Status and Performance
§ Plans and Outlook
The Atlas Muon Spectrometer
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A. Polini
ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
Muon : promising probe for new physics
- HàZZ*àµµll,  Z’àµµ, …
- required mass resolution: ∆m/m < a few %
2 Challenging issues for Muon Spectrometer
n Trigger Selectivity:
– specify muons (PT > 6GeV) from interaction point 
– identify interesting events with 25ns accuracy 
n PT resolution
– 3~4% up to PT=100GeV,   10% at PT=1TeV
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with high efficiency




H à ZZ* à µ+µ−µ+µ−
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The ATLAS Detector
Φ 25 meters diameter
Barrel region
Endcap region







1.1 < |η| < 2.4
440k ch, 7 layers
Resistive Plate Chamber
|η| < 1.1
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Monitored Drift Tube
|η| < 2.7
370k ch, 6 multi layers
Cathode Strip Chamber
2.0 < |η| < 2.7











Trigger: RPC + TGC
à According to ∆R w.r.t infinite momentum                        
line, PT is estimated by on-detector            
electronics 
à Programmable thresholds: 6 ~ 40 GeV
Precise PT measurement: MDT + CSC
à Measure magnetic deflection by toroidal field
















TGC 3  2  1
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Operation Status of Muon Spectrometer
n Single Beam (10th, sep, 2008 ~), record 70
n LHC incident (19th, sep, 2008)
n Cosmic ray data taking, record 200M events so far
Mainly from access shafts,
Asynchronous
Cosmic
(1) Trigger, operation and timing
(2) Tracking detector alignment
(3) Momentum resolution
(4) Identify dead regions
What is learned ?






trigger timing with beam
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Performance: trigger for cosmic rays

















3 types of trigger
(loose, medium, tight
increasing min PT)
for IP pointing tracks
Trigger rate ~ 20Hz
RPC Cosmics
Low PT, High PT
Trigger rate ~ 500Hz
RPC
TGC



















spike structure is 
Consistent with beam injection
A. Polini
barrel
Performance : alignment for P
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T resolution





Performance : TGC, RPC efficiency
n efficiency for hit per layer is evaluated using MDT tracks
– TGC : ~94% (expected : 94%),  RPC : ~94% (expected : 97%)
TGC Overall efficiency 
~94% @ 2800V
φ
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cosmic
RPC efficiency : ~ 94%
Need optimizations by HV
A. Polini
n efficiency for track segment is evaluated using cosmic rays.
~ 98% (expected : 98%) Correlations with inner detector also confirmed









Peak not at zero
due to the energy 






n The Atlas Muon Detector is in     
good shape and ready for Physics
– Hardware installation is completed
– Beam & Cosmic analysis brought already very fruitful results:
Future Plan:
n First collisions expected end of 2009 begin 2010





TGC 0.2% ~25n (1BC) ~94%
RPC 3.0% ~75ns (3BC) ~94%
MDT 0.7% - ~98%
CSC 1.6% Commissioning is intensively going
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8 % @ 200GeV
-on
